Single-crystal X-ray study T = 120 K Mean (C-C) = 0.004 Å R factor = 0.037 wR factor = 0.094 Data-to-parameter ratio = 6.5
The molecules of the title complex, C 12 H 23 NÁC 6 H 11 N, are linked together in chains by O-HÁ Á ÁN and N-HÁ Á ÁO hydrogen bonds.
Comment
Both components of the title complex, (I) (Fig. 1) , show the expected molecular geometries and both cyclohexane rings of the dicyclohexylamine molecule adopt the chair conformation. The conformation of the oxime six-membered ring is halfchair, very similar to that observed in the structure of cyclohexanone oxime itself (Olivato et al., 2001) . The geometrical parameters of the oxime fragment show standard values for oximes (Chertanova et al.,1994) . The most interesting feature of this structure is the system of hydrogen bonds. The oxime hydrogen bonds were first classified by Bertolasi et al. (1982) and divided into three groups. The structures where the oxime unit is a donor group and forms one hydrogen bond are in group A. The structures with an additional hydrogen bond (oxime N atom is a hydrogen-bond acceptor) form group B and the structures with one more hydrogen bond, where the oxime O atom is the acceptor, are regarded as group C. The later and more elaborate classification introduced by Chertanova et al. (1994) shows very few examples of other motifs. In both cases the analyses did not include the directionality of the hydrogen bonds and supposed them to be in the plane of oxime group. In the case of complex (I), one of the two hydrogen bonds is the classical type A O-HÁ Á ÁN bond (Table 1 and Fig. 2) . However, the geometry of the second hydrogen bond cannot be regarded as a pure B-or C-type bond. The N-H vector is not in the plane of the oxime group and is pointed toward the centre of the oxime O-N bond of an adjacent molecule. Therefore, this can be classified as a weak bifurcated hydrogen bond and the overall resulting bonding of the oxime unit in complex (I) is intermediate between B-and C-types.
The hydrogen bonds link the molecules into chains, parallel to the c axis. The oxime molecules in the chains are also connected by weak C1-H21Á Á ÁO1 (HÁ Á ÁO = 2.71 Å ) interactions. The chains form loose layers perpendicular to the a direction (Fig. 3) 
Experimental
A solution of an organic compound (10 mg) in dicyclohexylamine (0.3 ml) was heated at 423 K in an open vessel for 2-3 min. The molecular complex (I) crystallized serendipitously as colourless needles after cooling of the solution, followed by standing at room temperature for several months. Presumably, the compound is a product of some oxidative conversion of the solvent. Table 1 Selected geometric parameters (Å , ).
Crystal data
Table 2 Hydrogen-bond geometry (Å , ). (10) 
Special details

